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SUMMARY Improving energy efficiency is critical for embedded systems in our rapidly evolving information society. Near real-time data processing tasks, such as multimedia streaming applications, exhibit a common fact that their deadline periods are longer than their input intervals due to buffering. In general, executing tasks at lower performance is more energy efficient. On the other hand, higher performance is necessary for huge tasks to meet their deadlines. To minimize the energy consumption while meeting deadlines strictly, adaptive task scheduling including dynamic performance mode selection is very important. In this work, we propose an energy efficient slack-based task scheduling algorithm for such tasks by adapting to task size variations and applying DVFS with the help of statistical analysis. We confirmed that our proposal can further reduce the energy consumption when compared to oracle frame-based scheduling.
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1. Introduction

Energy consumption of embedded systems is a very critical concern and minimizing it is always of great importance. In most embedded systems, tasks periodically arrive and are then executed. As information processing in such devices becomes highly sophisticated, execution time of tasks vary significantly. Buffering is effective to mitigate load imbalance in the time domain. The key idea of near real-time systems is to trade off between the latency and required peak performance.

In this paper, Input interval length is defined as the distance between arrival times of successive tasks. WCET (Worst Case Execution Time) is defined as the maximum execution time. The simplest task scheduling algorithms assume the execution time is the same as WCET. However, the execution time is often shorter than WCET due to dynamic behaviors such as input-dependent variations.

To adapt to the variation of the execution time, DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) can be very effective. Therefore, execution time variation aware adaptive task scheduling is indispensable for low power embedded systems. To cope with this challenge, some execution time variation aware algorithms have been proposed. However, these approaches are insufficient for near real-time processing because most of them assume that the deadline period is the same as the input interval and schedule tasks within only one input interval.

We present a motivational example in Fig. 1. We start from executing periodic dynamic tasks without any optimization shown in Fig. 1 (A). In this execution, to meet the deadline of whatever task size, the tasks are always executed under a high performance mode (Orange). When we apply DVFS technology to these tasks with a perfect execution time prediction, the execution is then shown in Fig. 1 (B). In this execution, we assume the deadline period is the same as the input interval. In each interval, optimal execution is achieved locally. Specifically, when the execution time is middle (5th) or short (2nd, 4th, 6th), a middle (Green) or a low (Blue) performance mode can be used respectively. For near real-time systems, whose deadline periods are longer than the input intervals, the ideal scheduling is then shown as Fig. 1 (C). In this execution, middle performance mode (Green) is always used and incurs the smallest energy consumption. As a result, the execution time of large tasks
are longer than the input interval, and the average execution time is the same as the input interval. This scheduling is theoretically the most energy efficient.

Our approach here is to firstly propose a slack-based task scheduling method that can adapt to dynamic behaviors and take advantage of the longer deadline periods. Slack time is defined as the time from the current time to the earliest deadline. For example, the slack time when the first task completes is shown in Fig. 1 (C).

For near real-time systems, the execution time for a task varies and is not fixed in advance. As an example, for image processing or other types of streaming processing, required execution time heavily depends on the characteristics of the input. Therefore, the target of our scheduling algorithm are those tasks whose execution times are known only after completion.

When the slack time is long enough, lower performance is preferable to maximize the energy efficiency. The slack time becomes shorter if some tasks, whose execution time is long, continuously arrive. Then we need higher performance to meet the deadline. In this circumstance, we adaptively adjust the performance to minimize the energy consumption. As the performance adjustment incurs additional time and energy overhead, frequent adjustment may increase the total energy consumption. So, our scheduling should be guided with several thresholds, which are compared with the slack time and indicate when the performance should be changed. Additionally, these values are obtained at design time.

To seek for optimal thresholds, we derive the average energy consumption from a statistical analysis. Firstly, we introduce a finite state machine (FSM) that represents a system controlled by the proposed slack-based task scheduling. The states and the transitions represent which performance is chosen and when the performance should be changed respectively. By doing so, next task will be executed on an optimal performance and the average energy consumption will be minimized. When task and hardware parameters are given, the average energy consumption can be calculated from a statistical analysis. Finally, the optimal thresholds can be obtained with a suitable heuristic search algorithm.

To realize energy-efficient task scheduling, the primary contributions of this paper are as follows.

- We propose a slack-based scheduling that adapts to execution time variation and takes advantage of deadline periods that are longer than input intervals.
- We formulate our slack-based scheduling with an FSM to properly regulate the performance of tasks and we derive the average energy consumption from statistical analysis as threshold for performance change.
- Through evaluation, we observe significant energy reduction with our proposal when compared to oracle frame-based task scheduling.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 introduce background and related work respectively. Section 4 presents the description of the target problem and the proposed slack-based scheduling. Experimental results appear in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background

In this paper, we assume that a system that has a performance adjustable core. Namely, our target system has a core with DVFS technology.

We also assume that target tasks periodically arrive and their sizes are unknown before their executions complete but the probability distribution of the task sizes is given. The execution time, including WCET, can be calculated by the task sizes and the processor performances. This type of tasks is called dynamic tasks. The tasks are independent with each other, namely, each task and its task size are independent from the previous tasks. Their deadline period is longer than the input interval.

In general, the relation between energy, voltage and clock frequency can be modeled by following known equation [3].

$$E_{proc} = \alpha_1 T_1 CV^2 f + T_2 V I_{leak}$$

Here, $E_{proc}$ represents the energy consumption of the microprocessor. $\alpha_1, T_1, C, V$ and $f$ represent a constant value, the execution time, the circuit capacity, the supply voltage, the operating frequency respectively. $T_2$ and $I_{leak}$ represent the total time that includes idle period and the leakage current respectively.

The first and the second terms represent the dynamic and the static energy respectively. The former is caused by switching activities of transistors. While, the latter is caused by leakage current and always consumed whenever power is supplied.

DVFS has been around for more than a decade [1]. It allows the voltage and the clock frequency to be decreased dynamically to trade time for dynamic energy. DPM (Dynamic Power Management) is also important to reduce the static power when the processor core is in an idle state. An overview of DPM techniques is given in a survey article [4].

To determine the appropriate power state, the length of the next idle period is important. For short idle period, shallower sleep mode is preferable and vice versa. This strategy can be modeled with a function of cost against the length of the idle period. This function turns out to be piecewise-linear, increasing and concave [5]. Even if the task sizes are known, NP-hardness of the optimal scheduling algorithm was proven [6].

In this paper, executed tasks periodically arrive and wake-up time is statically scheduled. So, when an idle state is encountered, the time when the next task can be invoked is definitely predictable. Then the length of the idle period is also predictable. Additionally, since the restart time is predictable, wakeup overheads are easily hidden by a pre-wakeup technique. Therefore, the optimal power management is easily determined by the strategy. To simplify the
discussion, we assume that the optimal power mode is automatically chosen. Namely, after the execution is finished, the length of an idle period is easily calculated. The optimal power mode can be chosen from the length of the idle period.

3. Related Work

In this section, we introduce existing energy efficient task scheduling algorithms for dynamic tasks.

A simple strategy is a straightforward extension of a static task scheduling [7]–[10]. Their target applications consist of multiple dynamic subtasks. These algorithms initially assume the execution times of all subtasks are the same as WCETs. During the execution, when the actual execution time is shorter than WCET, they re-calculate and switch to lower performance mode. However, these algorithms always start from the highest performance mode to meet the deadline period of the largest task, even if larger task rarely appeared.

To solve this problem, more sophisticated scheduling [11], [12] is proposed. This approach assumes a wider range of performance modes and start from medium performance mode. Then, if the execution time is longer than expected, following subtasks should be in higher performance mode, which is higher performance of the previous approaches. As a result, if larger tasks rarely arrived, more power reduction can be obtained. To realize this management, they introduced a scheduling table. At design time, they construct the table that indicates the optimal scheduling. Using this table, run-time overhead is minimized. Similar approaches are proposed for conditional task graph [13], [14].

However, the main drawback of these frame-based optimization algorithms is, they assume that the deadline period is the same as the input interval even it is indeed longer than the input interval. In other words, these approaches are not optimized for near real-time systems. As a result, the scheduling is optimized within each input interval independently and the improvement of the energy efficiency is limited. Only a limited numbers of related work tackled this problem.

A basic approach for near real-time systems is proposed [15]. Since this approach focuses on static tasks, dynamic tasks are not supported.

Approaches for near real-time dynamic processing are a prediction based and a feedback control based schedulings [16], [17]. The effectiveness of these approaches relies on the accuracy of their execution time predictors. When the prediction fails, deadline constraint may be violated. Additionally, such run-time prediction must need additional computational cost and is a waste of energy.

Another approach is buffer based scheduling [18]. This scheduling postpones execution to keep continuous execution and tries to utilize minimum performance core. This greedy approach can realize optimal scheduling only for next task but not globally optimal. For example, when minimum performance core is chosen and execution time of next task is same as WCET, following task should be executed on the highest performance core to meet deadline restriction. Therefore, the greedy approach cannot minimize total energy consumption. Moreover, they did not consider mode switching overhead at all.

On the other hand, our approach can adapt to both the execution time variation and take advantage of the longer deadline. Our scheduling can schedule tasks across multiple input intervals. Namely, multiple tasks are held in an input buffer and then execute multiple tasks continuously. Basic idea of this scheduling has been introduced in [19]. In this paper, we introduce details of its algorithm and further evaluation.

4. Slack-Based Task Scheduling

In this section, we propose a novel adaptive energy-efficient task scheduling algorithm for near real-time data processing. Specifically, our approach can adapt to the execution time variation and take advantage of the longer deadline.

In general, a task behavior can be expressed by a task graph. In case of the dynamic task, the task graph includes branches as shown in Fig. 2. Each branch has a probability of execution and each node represents the task size. Note that the number of branches corresponds to the number of task size variations and only one node is selected and executed for each input interval. If original task graph has multiple subtasks through the path, they should be merged before applying our algorithm. We also assume these subtasks are non-preemptive.

4.1 Problem Definition

Firstly, we introduce input variables, which are related to hardware and software, as shown in Table 1. These variables are given or are easily computed from other given parameters.

As we mentioned, the tasks are independent with each other and the deadline $d$ is longer than the input interval $I$. The number of possible patterns is expressed by $M$. In general, the task graph may contain multiple branches as
shown in Fig. 3 (A). If a task graph contains two sequential branches, which have two directions, this task graph can be transformed into a task graph that contains only one branch, which has four directions, as shown in Fig. 3 (B). Each branch has only one subtask and nonpreemptive. If these two branches have dependency, the probabilities may differ from the values shown in Fig. 3 (B) but are still easily obtained. In the same way, when the task graph contains some loops, possible patterns of the execution time are enumerable and their probabilities are easily obtained.

Moreover, if there are multiple tasks, we have to transform them into a task graph that contains only one branch. For example, one application is 100ms execution every 1 second and the other is 50ms execution every 2 seconds. The combined application is 100ms or 150ms execution every 1 second and their probability distribution is 50% and 50%. This transformation loses some information of the applications and may reduce energy efficiency.

As a result, each path has an ID \( a = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, M \), \( p(a) \) represents the probability of the subtask on path \( a \). If these probabilities are not available in advance precisely, expected probabilities are also acceptable. Even if these expected values are significantly different from actual values, the deadline constraint is still guaranteed as long as the WCET is given correctly. Although, the energy efficiency is degraded.

Additionally, if the probability distribution is changed depended on the execution phase or input data, we can prepare the optimal scheduling for each execution phase or each typical input data at design time. An adaptive scheduling can be realized by monitoring execution behavior and selecting suitable scheduling depending on expectation of current execution phase or input data. In this paper, to simplify the discussion, we assume that the probability distribution is predictable and fixed through execution.

For a processor that has DVFS technology, each performance mode has ID \( c = 0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N \). \( N \) represents the number of available modes. \( c = 0 \) represents sleep mode. We assume the higher performance modes have larger IDs. \( et(a, c) \) and \( Ed(a, c) \) represent the execution time and the dynamic energy when path \( a \) is executed on mode \( c \) respectively.

\( Ed \) and \( Es \) are \([ (N + 1) \times 1 ]\) vectors and \( i \)th entry represents the average dynamic energy and static energy of one execution on mode \( i \) respectively. Note that 0th entries are always 0. \( TOV \) is an \([ (N + 1) \times (N + 1) ]\) matrix and \((i, j)\) entry represents energy overhead of the transition from mode \( i \) to mode \( j \). \( ESs \) is constant and represents the total static energy during an input interval. \( ESs \) is given by \( PSs \times I \).

We assume that the core in the higher performance mode execute any tasks faster with larger energy consumption. Otherwise, the low performance but larger energy consumption mode should be removed. Therefore, the following equations are satisfied.

\[
\text{For } c_1 < c_2:\quad Et(a, c_1) > Et(a, c_2)
\]

\[
Ed(a, c_1) < Ed(a, c_2)
\]

Our ultimate goal is to minimize the energy consumption under performance constraint. However, the task size of the target tasks varies probabilistically. The objective function should minimize expected value of the energy consumption without deadline violation.

As a result, objective function and the constraint condition are as follows. We solve this optimization problem in the following sections.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \text{(Average energy consumption of core per input)} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \text{(Satisfy deadline constraints)}
\end{align*}
\]

4.2 Task Scheduling

4.2.1 Overview

In this paper, we adopt a lumped execution [20], which executes multiple tasks continuously. To realize this execution, we do not execute a task just after it is available. We postpone the execution but still make sure the deadline constraint can be met. After several tasks are ready, we start the execution. We can then execute several tasks continuously. When all the ready tasks are done, the execution is
terminated and the core switches to the sleep mode.

To adapt to the variation of the task size. The executing mode should be chosen carefully. Firstly, the maximum execution time on mode $c$ ($\max_a et(a, c)$) corresponds to WCET. To ensure the schedulability, the execution time when the longest path is executed on the highest performance mode $N$ must be shorter than the input interval $I$. Meanwhile, the lowest performance mode must execute the longest path shorter than the deadline $d$. Otherwise, such performance modes should be disabled. These conditions are given as follows.

$$\max_a et(a, N) < I, \quad \max_a et(a, 1) < d$$

Notice that WCETs of all modes except mode $N$ are longer than the input interval $I$.

We introduce an overview of the proposed task scheduling algorithm with an example shown in Fig. 2. In this example, the small subtask has large probability and the large subtask has small probability. We assume four processor modes and the execution time is shown in Table 2.

In this case, if we use only mode 4, we can obviously satisfy the deadline constraints. However, the mode 4 seems to be over performance. On the other hand, if we use other mode, the deadline constraints may violated when the large task arrived continuously.

As mentioned in Sect. 1, to realize this task scheduling, we focus on the slack time, which is defined as the time from present to the earliest deadline. In the end it comes down to a problem that when the core performance should be changed.

### 4.2.2 Scheduling Algorithm

Here, we explain the details of the proposed task scheduling algorithm. As we mentioned, the working mode is changed based on the slack time. When a task finishes, the slack time for the next oldest task is calculated. Note that the oldest task has the earliest deadline. If the slack time exceeds thresholds, the working mode is changed. The mode is mainly changed to its adjacent performance mode, but if the slack time is largely changed, the core performance should also be largely changed.

As a result, it comes down to a problem that when the working mode should change. The scheduling variables are shown in Table 3. Firstly, the thresholds from mode $i$ to mode $i+1$ are defined as $x_{up}^{(i+1)}$, the threshold from mode $i$ to $i-1$ are defined as $x_{down}^{(i-1)}$. Finally, the first working mode is defined as mode $\star$. When current state is $s_j$, while the slack time is between $x_{up}$ and $x_{down}$ the tasks are executed on mode $i$ continuously. This range is defined as stage $i$. Therefore, $x_{up}^0$ is the threshold of the wake up from the sleep state. $x_{down}^0$ is the threshold to the sleep state. From a viewpoint of energy efficiency, there is no reason to sleep while any task is available. Thus $x_{down}^0 = d$, namely, when the next task is not ready, this system goes to the sleep state.

In this situation, since the wake up time is easily calculated from the current time and the scheduling variable $(x_{up}^j)$, the appropriate sleep mode can be determined and a simple timer will wake the core up. If the calculated sleep period is too short even for the shallowest sleep mode, the appropriate mode is idle mode.

The slack time is calculated when a task is finished. The slack time when $n$th task in a lumped execution is finished is defined as $t_n$ and written as follows.

$$t_0 = x_{up}^0$$

$$t_n = t_{n-1} + (I - et(a, c))$$

From this definition, if the execution time is longer than the input interval, namely $I - et(a, c) < 0$, the slack time is decreased. Otherwise, if the execution time is shorter than the input interval, namely $I - et(a, c) > 0$, the slack time is increased. When $n$th task is executed on mode $i$, if $t_n$ is smaller than $x_{up}^i$, the next state is $s_j$ that satisfies $x_{up}^i \leq t_n - T_{OV}(i, j) < x_{up}^{i+1}$. Conversely, if $t_n$ is larger than $x_{down}^i$, the next state is $s_j$ that satisfies $x_{down}^{i+1} \leq t_n - T_{OV}(i, j) < x_{down}^{i+2}$. Otherwise, the next task is also executed on mode $i$. This transition when $N=2$ is shown in Fig. 4.

The threshold $x_{up}^i$, $x_{down}^i$ and the first working mode $s_\star$ satisfy following constraints.

$$x_{up}^{(i+1)} \leq x_{up}^i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N)$$

$$x_{down}^{(i+1)} \leq x_{down}^i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N)$$

$$x_{up}^i \leq x_{down}^i (i = 0, 1, \ldots, N)$$

$$\text{WCET}_i \leq x_{up}^i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N)$$

$$x_{\star}^* \leq x_{up}^i \leq x_{down}^i$$

Here, WCET$_i$ is WCET of mode $i$. The constraints (3) and
(4) keep the performance order. The constraint (5) guarantees that at least one state is available for any slack time. The constraint (6) is required to meet the deadline constraints. The constraint (7) guarantees that the first transition is valid. Note that the $x_{up}^0$ is not included in the constraints (3) and (6). Since, the $x_{up}^0$ is the threshold for wake up, $x_{up}^0 < x_{up}^1$ is valid. Whenever these constraints are satisfied, it is guaranteed to meet the deadline for any task sequence.

Next, we explain how the objective function follow from the thresholds $x_{up}^0$, $x_{down}^0$ and the first working mode $\star$.

### 4.3 Energy Analysis Based on FSM

In this section, we introduce a finite state machine (FSM) to analyze proposed scheduling statistically. The introduced variables are shown in Table 4. Each state corresponds to the working mode or the sleep state. Thus, the total number of states is $N + 1$. When the working mode is changed, the state is also changed. The state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 5. The sleep state is $s_0$, the mode $i$ is working at $s_i$. Since the first working mode is fixed in our scheduling, possible transition from the $s_0$ is only one and the first working mode is a scheduling variable.

Then, we can define a transition probability matrix $P$ from this FSM. $P$ is an $[(N + 1) \times (N + 1)]$ matrix and its row sums are always 1. $(i, j)$ entry of $P$, namely $p_{ij}$, is defined as follows.

$$p_{ij} = \begin{cases} \text{(probability of the transition from } s_i \text{ to } s_j) & \\
\text{from mode } i \text{ to mode } j & \text{if } i \neq 0 \\
\text{from mode } i \text{ to sleep state} & \text{if } i \neq 0, j = 0 \\
\text{from sleep state to mode } j & \text{if } i = 0, j \neq 0 \\
0 & \text{if } i = j \neq 0 \\
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Here $p_{0j}$ also satisfies the following equations.

$$p_{0j} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if mode } j \text{ is the first working mode} \\
0 & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

In the example shown in Fig. 4, $p_{01} = 1$.

A stationary distribution $\pi$ is also defined for $P$. $\pi$ is $[1 \times (N + 1)]$ vector and $\pi P = \pi$ is satisfied. Therefore, $\pi$ represents that how often each state is active. Additionally, an average active time $t_{active}$ and average sleep time $t_{sleep}$ are defined as follows.

$$t_{active} = \text{average total lumped execution time}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$t_{sleep} = \text{average time between lumped executions}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Using these values, the objective function $J$ is defined as follows.

$$J = \pi(E_D + E_S) + \| \pi(P \ast E_{OV}) \| + \frac{t_{sleep}}{t_{active} + t_{sleep}}E_S$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Here, $\ast$ and $\| \cdot \|$ represent the products of correspond entries and the sum of all entries respectively. Therefore, the first and second terms represent average dynamic and static energy consumption per task. The third term represents average overhead energy per transition. The fourth term represents static energy per input interval during sleep state. The stationary distribution $\pi$, average sleep time $t_{active}$ and average sleep time $t_{sleep}$ can be obtained from the transition probability matrix $P$.

The initial distribution of the slack time depends on the previous state. Namely, the probability of transition from $s_i$ to $s_j$ depends on the previous state. Therefore, before calculating $P$, we define $N^2 - N + 2$ state as follows and construct their transition probability matrix $\hat{P}$. $\hat{P}$ is an $[(N^2 - N + 2) \times (N^2 - N + 2)]$ matrix.

$$\begin{pmatrix} state s_0 \\
\sigma(\star, 0) \\
\sigma(1, 2) \\
\sigma(1, 3) \\
\sigma(1, N) \\
\sigma(2, 1) \\
\sigma(2, 3) \\
\sigma(2, N) \\
\sigma(N, 1) \\
\sigma(N, 2) \\
\sigma(N, N - 1) \\
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} N - 1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
1 \\
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} N(N - 1) + 2 \\
\end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Here, $\sigma(j, i)$ means the current state is $s_i$ and the previous state is $s_j$.

To obtain the initial distribution of state $i$, we assume that the distribution of the slack time is uniform at the previous state $j$ just before the transition. Then initial distribution $r_i(t)$ of $s_i$ is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Transition probability matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>Stationary distribution of $P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{active}$</td>
<td>Average active time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{sleep}$</td>
<td>Average sleep time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, $U_j(t)$ is a uniform distribution that is valid only on the previous stage $j$, $v_j(t)$ means that the probability distribution of slack time variation is $t$, when one task is executed on mode $j$. Notice that $r_i(t)$ is defined only on the stage $i$ ($[x_{up}^i, x_{down}^i]$). Therefore, the integrated value of $r_i(t)$ within $[-\infty, \infty]$ may be smaller than 1 and it is required to be normalized as follows.

$$
\bar{r}_i(t) = \frac{r_i(t)}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} r_i(t) dt}
$$

(15)

Then the transition probabilities are obtained from the initial distributions. After one task is executed, the probability distribution of the slack time $v_i^1(t)$ can be obtained from a convolution of the initial distribution $r_i(t)$ and the probability distribution of the slack time variation $p_i(t)$.

$$
v_i^1(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p_i(\tau) \bar{r}_i(t - \tau) d\tau
$$

(16)

Here $p_i(t)$ is defined as follows.

$$
p_i(t) = \begin{cases} 
  p(a) & \text{if } I - et(a, i) = t \\
  0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

(17)

In the same way, the probability distribution of slack time after $n$ executions $v_i^n(t)$ is obtained from a convolution of the $v_i^{n-1}(t)$ and $p_i(t)$.

$$
v_i^n(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p_i(\tau) v_i^{n-1}(t - \tau) A(t - \tau) d\tau
$$

Here, $A(t)$ is a window function and given by

$$
A(t) = \begin{cases} 
  1 & \text{if } x_{up}^i \leq t \leq x_{down}^i \\
  0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

(19)

This window function limits $v_i^{n-1}$ on the stage $i$.

At the $n$th transition, the probability of the slack time exceeds $x_{up}^i$ or $x_{down}^i$ are defined as $p_{left(n)}^i$, $p_{right(n)}^i$ respectively. However, the slack time may exceed more than 1 threshold after one execution. Thus, the probability of the slack time exceed $m$ threshold are defined as $p_{left(m)}^i$, $p_{right(m)}^i$ and given by

$$
p_{left(m)}^i = \int_{x_{up}^i}^{x_{up}^{i-1}} v_i^n(t) dt - \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} p_{left(m)}^{(k)}
$$

$$
p_{right(m)}^i = \int_{x_{down}^{i-1}}^{x_{down}^i} v_i^n(t) dt - \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} p_{right(m)}^{(k)}
$$

As a result, the state transition probability $\hat{P}$ is obtained from $p_{left(m)}^i$ and $p_{right(m)}^i$ as follows.

$$
\hat{P}_{\sigma(j,i),\sigma(i,m)} = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{p_{left(m)}^{(k)}}{k}
$$

(14)

Here, $\sigma(j,i)$ represents the current state is $i$ and the previous state is $j$. This expression corresponds to the definition of $\hat{P}$ is given by (13). Then an $[(N^2 - N + 2) \times (N^2 - N + 2)]$ matrix $\hat{P}$ is calculated.

Next, we obtain stationary distribution $\hat{\pi}$ from $\hat{P}$. We start from $q_0$, whose 1st entry is set to 1 and others are 0 as follows.

$$
q^0 = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{pmatrix}
$$

(20)

Then, $n$ time state transition is applied to $q^0$ and its probability distribution is defined as $q^n$. Thus, $q^0$ is given by

$$
q^n = q^0 \hat{P}^n.
$$

(21)

When $\|q^n - q^{n-1}\|_2$ becomes negligibly small, this computation is converged and the stationary distribution $\hat{\pi}$ is obtained. This $\hat{\pi}$ corresponds to eigenvalues of the matrix $\hat{P}$.

Then, using the $\hat{P}$ and the $\hat{\pi}$, the state transition matrix $P$ and its stationary distribution $\pi$ are given by

$$
p_{i,j} = \sum_k \hat{P}_{\sigma(j,i),\sigma(i,k)} \hat{\pi}_{\sigma(k,i)}
$$

(22)

$$
\pi_i = \sum_k \hat{\pi}_{\sigma(k,i)}.
$$

(23)

The average active time and the average sleep time are obtained as follows. For each lumped execution, $N$ tasks are executed on average. The total time ($t_{active} + t_{sleep}$) obviously equals to $(N \times I)$.

The average number of executed tasks $N$ is given by

$$
N = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} n \cdot u(n)
$$

(24)

Here, $u(n)$ is the probability of the lumped execution executes exactly $n$ tasks. To obtain $u(n)$, we start from a probability distribution $u_{dist}(0)$, which represents the probability of the first working mode ($s_1$) is 1. If $s_{star}$ is $s_1$, $u_{dist}(0)$ is given by

$$
u_{dist}(0) = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{pmatrix}
$$

(25)

Then the followings are given by

$$
u_{dist}(1) = (0 \ 1 \ \cdots \ 0) \hat{P}$$

$$
u_{dist}(2) = (0 \ u_{dist}(1)) \hat{P}$$

$$
\vdots$$

$$
u_{dist}(n) = (0 \ u_{dist}(n-1)) \hat{P}
$$

Here, $u_{dist}(n)$ is a $1 \times N$ vector and has from 2nd to $(N + 1)$th entries of $u_{dist}(n)$. Then, $u(n)$ is the first entry of $u_{dist}(n)$. When $n \cdot u(n)$ becomes negligibly small, $N$ is obtained.
The average sleep time $t_{\text{sleep}}$ is also given by

$$t_{\text{sleep}} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} t R_0(t) dt - x^0_{\text{up}}. \tag{26}$$

Here, $R_0(t)$ is initial distribution of $s_0$.

Now, the average active time $t_{\text{active}}$ is obviously given by

$$t_{\text{active}} = N \times I - t_{\text{sleep}}. \tag{27}$$

Finally, when the scheduling variables $x_{\text{up}}, x_{\text{down}}$ and the first working mode $s_0$ are given, we can obtain the transition probability matrix $P$ and other parameters, then the objective function $J$ can be obtained.

### 4.4 Obtaining Optimal Scheduling

In the previous section, we explain how to obtain the objective function $J$ from the scheduling variables $x_{\text{up}}, x_{\text{down}}$ and the first working mode $s_0$. In this section, we explain how to seek for the optimal scheduling. In general, the scheduling variables $x_{\text{up}}$ and $x_{\text{down}}$ can be real numbers and the number of possible combinations is infinity. To simplify the algorithm, we define a unit time and these scheduling variables are limited to integral multiples of the unit time. Then the problem is $N+1$-dimensional discrete optimization problem.

In this paper, we introduce and compare three search algorithms, Greedy search, Random search, Uniform search and Genetic algorithm. We explain these algorithms one by one.

#### 4.4.1 Greedy Search

The greedy search is one of the simplest search algorithms. When a set of scheduling parameters is given, this algorithm tries to modify each parameter to the neighbor value and evaluates it. If new parameters are better than the current parameters, the current parameters are replaced with the new parameters. Then the same algorithm is applied repeatedly. When any neighbor parameters are worse than the current parameters, this search is terminated. Obviously, this algorithm can guarantee the local optimum.

In our evaluation, we always apply this algorithm after other algorithm to guarantee the local optimum.

#### 4.4.2 Random Search

The random search is also one of the simplest search algorithms. First, randomly generate valid $N$ sets of the scheduling parameters. Then evaluate all sets and pick the best set of the parameters. Finally, we apply the greedy search for the best one.

#### 4.4.3 Uniform Search

The uniform search is a simple search algorithm. First, we define the search granularity $\Delta t$. For each scheduling parameters, the values every $\Delta t$ are set to search point. Then all possible combinations of all parameters are evaluated and pick the best set of the parameters. Note that the initial working mode is always searched for every possible pattern. Finally, we apply the greedy search for the best one.

#### 4.4.4 Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm (GA) is a well-known search algorithm and is effective for a huge search space. The GA has two parameters, the number of genes $K$ and the number of maximum generations $L$. One gene corresponds to one set of scheduling variables. Initial $K$ genes are randomly generated.

First of each iteration, expected energy consumption of all genes are evaluated. Top 10% of energy efficient genes are simply copied into the next generation. The rest (90%) is generated by crossing. The crossing randomly pick two genes and mix them. We randomly mix them stage by stage. If invalid gene is generated, we normalize or adjust it randomly. Then, 1% of the genes are mutated. Finally, 1% of the genes are mutated. Namely, we randomly pick one parameter and modify it randomly within valid range.

Then repeat this procedure until the number of the loops reaches to the number of maximum generations $L$. After $L$ generations, the best gene is the answer of the genetic algorithm. Same as the other algorithms, the greedy search is applied to the answer to guarantee the local optimum.

### 5. Evaluation

#### 5.1 Evaluation Setup

In this section, we introduce software parameters, hardware parameters and their implementation for the evaluation.

#### 5.1.1 Target Applications

In this evaluation, we use a synthetic application which is shown in Table 5 and 6. We also use an H.264 decoder with three kinds of videos, animation (ani), High-motion (high) and Low-motion (low). Their detailed parameters are borrowed from [21] and are shown in Table 7 and 8. In these videos, there are three type of frames, I, P and B. In each frame type, we assume the execution time follows a normal distribution with a standard deviation of (max-min)/2 between min and max.

#### 5.1.2 Hardware Environment

We use an evaluation board, which equipped with heterogeneous MCUs instead of a DVFS capable processor. To realize equivalent environment with a DVFS processor, the maximum number of active core is limited to one.

We measured energy parameters using the evaluation board. The board is equipped with an RL78 [22] Micro Controller Unit (MCU) and an RX63N [23] MCU, some sensors, a communication unit and an external NVM. Sensors
on the board can help us to measure the energy consumption of each unit separately. In this evaluation, we collect energy parameters of the MCUs, Mode1 and 4 are RL78 and RX63N respectively. Mode2 and 3 are generated by interpolating between parameters retrieved from Mode1 and 4. The collected and assumed parameters are shown in Table 9. The energy parameters, which are used in the object function, are calculated from the power and execution time. The performance ratio of these two MCUs is 4. To simplify the evaluation, we also assume the execution times of other tasks are in proportion to their task size. If this assumption is not satisfied, all of the execution times (et(1,1)) must be given particularly.

5.1.3 Implementation

To implement the optimal scheduling on a real system, only a small additional table is required. When a task is finished, the slack time is calculated and compared with the thresholds in the table. If the slack time exceeds the threshold, another mode should be selected. The computation cost of this comparison is negligibly small.

To obtain the optimal scheduling at a reasonable cost, we quantize every time-domain parameters with 0.1 ms.

5.2 Solution Cost and Search Method

To evaluate the search algorithms, we need to estimate the solution cost. The solution cost is defined by counting the number of evaluations. We assume the total computation time is proportional to the evaluation count. Though, the execution time of each evaluation varies depending on the scheduling parameters and execution time of generating scheduling parameters is negligibly small. Current implementation can evaluate roughly 500 patterns per second with dual Xeon E5-2620 v2 (24 threads).

With the uniform search, as a preliminary study, the relationship between Δt and the evaluation count is evaluated and is shown in Table 10. In this evaluation, deadline d is fixed to 1000ms. From this result, if we try brute force searching, i.e. for every 1μs uniform search, the total number of evaluations is expected to be more than 1 × 10^17. Due to this enormous search space, the brute force search is practically unacceptable. Therefore, efficient search methods are strongly required.

The results are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Note that the x-axes represent the solution cost and are in log scale. Random, Uniform and GA represent the random search, the uniform search and genetic algorithm respectively. These results are obtained before applying the greedy search.

From these results, the GA reached the minimum energy consumption after evaluate 2 million patterns. The Uniform also achieved comparable energy efficiency. A drawback of the Uniform is that it does not guarantee monotonic decrease (see 200 and 5M with P1 and 5M with P9) in contrast to others that do. Since the search space is multidimensional, if we half the granularity Δt, the number of patterns becomes more than 50 times larger as shown in Table 10. Thus if we want to search slightly larger number of patterns, Δt should be slightly smaller. As a result, due to the resolution mismatching, the search point are shifted and the result may be worse. The Random is about 6% worse than others with P9.

According to these results, we decide to use the GA with M = 10000 and L = 1000 is sufficient to get the optimal solution and we use this for further evaluations.
5.3 Validation

To validate our estimation of the average energy consumption based on statistical analysis, we compare the estimated value with the measured value on the evaluation board. We use the synthetic task and only use Mode1 and Mode4, which are actually equipped on the board, and implement the application with proposed slack-based scheduler. The optimal scheduling, which are sought by GA, is set.

The average energy consumption is calculated from the total energy consumption during 90 seconds and the number of executed tasks. In this evaluation, $d$ is fixed to 1000ms. As a result, we confirmed that our estimation is very accurate and even the largest error is less than 6%.

5.4 Energy Efficiency

To clarify the merit of our task scheduling algorithm, we evaluate the average energy consumption.

For comparison, we also calculate the energy consumption of fixed scheduling (Fixed), which always assume the largest task and use the highest performance mode, and oracle frame-based scheduling (Oracle f-based), which assumes perfect execution time prediction is possible. We also calculate that of ideal scheduling (Ideal), which equals to the minimum energy consumption to achieve required throughput.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the energy consumption and the energy breakdown, when deadline period $d$ varies from 250ms to 1000ms for proposed and fixed to 250ms for greedy. In Fig. 8, overhead is only calculated for Proposed and greedy because other results are based on abstracted energy models.

Table 11 shows obtained scheduling when deadline period is 250ms. For heavy application, such as ani, every $x_{up}$ and $x_{down}$ are set to large values to keep high performance core active and minimize core switching overhead. For light application, such as low, these variables are set to small values to keep energy efficient core active and minimize core switching overhead.

In this evaluation, Fixed always assumes WCET and executes all tasks on Mode4(ani) or Mode3(high and low). Oracle f-based always executed on the desired frequency, regardless of four modes, based on perfect execution time prediction. In contrast, Proposed slack-based task scheduling adaptively selects from all of MCUs. Additionally, Ideal scheduling only uses adequate Modes. greedy [18] always select as low performance as possible mode and uses all of MCUs. However, this strategy is too aggressive and cannot minimize utilize ratio of the high performance mode. Additionally, overhead is larger than our scheduling due to frequent mode switching.

This result shows proposed scheduling can achieve up to 9.8% lower power consumption than Oracle f-based, which is a theoretical lower bound of frame-based schedulings. The longer the deadline period, the smaller the energy consumption. When the deadline period is 1000ms, the improvement of the energy efficiency is almost saturated and only 3.6% larger energy consumption than that of the ideal scheduling can be observed.
6. Conclusion

Near real-time data processing, such as multimedia streaming applications, has a deadline period that is longer than the input interval and the tasks have dynamic behaviors such as input-dependent variations. In this situation, energy efficient task scheduling is important, especially for meeting the deadline strictly.

To cope with this challenge, we proposed a slack-based task scheduling. This scheduling is carried out by comparing the slack time to several thresholds and the scheduler then throttles core performance when these thresholds are overpassed. These thresholds are obtained from hardware and task parameters at design time. To obtain optimal thresholds, we formulate the scheduling with an FSM. Then, the average energy consumption is derived from statistical analysis. Finally, the optimal scheduling is sought by GA.

We confirmed that our approach can reduce the average energy consumption by up to 9.8% compared to oracle frame-based execution, when the deadline period is 20 times longer than the input interval. We conclude that our slack-based scheduling can drastically reduce the energy consumption of embedded systems while strictly guaranteeing the deadline constraint.
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